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Last April, the market value of Shiba Inu was almost unregistered – but in April 2022, there
were far more than 1000 purses in Shiba Inu, worth more than $1 million. If you think you
missed the chance to become one of many firewood dog millionaires in the past year,
here’s why you should check Evergrow coin.

Evergrow coin has an ambitious roadmap, and analysts believe it will soon break through the top
100 cryptocurrencies. According to coinmarketcap, 24-hour trading volume increased by 173% today
as cryptocurrency investors learned more about Evergrow coin.

Here’s why Evergrow coin can quickly become the next top cryptocurrency investment in 2022.
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Evergrow Coin
Evergrow coin will have a Shiba Inu-style breakthrough in the next few weeks, mainly for two
reasons: the decline of new applications and a strong foundation for current effective use. We will
analyze them one by one below.

Evergrow coin aims to be the fuel of an application ecosystem that is user-friendly and brings the
benefits of cryptocurrency to more people. For example, Evergrow coin is about to launch an NFT
market on the binance smart chain, allowing cryptocurrency loans with NFT assets as collateral –
the first time in the cryptocurrency field.

The next step in the Evergrow coin roadmap is a content subscription platform called Crite. The
platform will provide cryptocurrency and legal tender payment for livestream content subscribed,
prompted and paid directly to content creators. Users can benefit from real-time transactions,
reduced fees and a low commission of 5% – compared with 20% for platforms such as OnlyFans and
9-12% for Patreon.

These two applications will support Evergrow coin’s busd reward and the basic token economics of
repurchase and combustion. Evergrow coin mode charges a transaction tax of 14% on buy / sell
orders, of which 8% is immediately allocated as busd stable coin reflection, and 2% is used to buy
back $EGC tokens and burn them permanently from the supply.

The profits from the application of Evergrow coin ecosystem will be used to further buy back & burn
the $EGC token, reduce the overall supply and raise the currency price.
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How Did Shiba Inu Make Millionaires
Shiba Inu’s currency price rose rapidly in April and may last year, mainly caused by large-scale coin
burning. Vitalik buterin, co-founder of Ethereum, is famous for sending 41% of the total supply of
Shiba Inu coins to a burned out address. This quickly raised the price of Shiba Inu’s currency and
raised its market value to nearly $14 billion in a few days.

An upsurge in October last year later brought Shiba Inu to a market value of more than $40 billion,
because the currency price of Shiba Inu reached an all-time high of $00008845. Since then, the
price of Shiba Inu has fallen by more than 70%, and the current trading price is US $0.00002426.

Nevertheless, Shiba Inu has created thousands of new millionaires – according to Shiba Inu’s price
analysis, investing only $2 at the beginning of last year will become a millionaire by the beginning of
2022.
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Every new cryptocurrency wants to be the next Chivas. Few people can really do this. If you’re
hedging for a chance to become a cryptocurrency millionaire in 2022, be sure to read Evergrow
coin.


